
Our growing company is hiring for a technical engagement. If you are looking for
an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for technical engagement

Coordinates project framework, Oracle administration, SOW
creation/management, project communications, project reporting, and
administers contractual project activity
Conducts resource capacity tracking and billing administration
Manages project initiation activities that include identifying contractual
obligations, clients or business needs and goals, existing situation, necessary
contacts and access to existing information as needed
Identifies needed resources for projects, defines and assign major project
roles
As a technical architect - Develop a deep understanding of the domain &
integration platform, problem solve with partners, and drive technical design
As a integrator - Collaborate with business teams to onboard partners and
assist with integration, identify & build tools to streamline integrations and
improve efficiency
As a technical project manager - Lead cross-functional teams from design
through delivery, and clearly communicate status, and risks
Partner with and support Fox's marketing and advertising divisions across
multiple divisions in order to conceive ideas and launch consumer-facing
initiatives
Serve as a subject matter expert in the areas of consumer-centric applications
and marketing for IT
Be able to create technical documentation, including project plans when
needed
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Excellent professional communication skills, written and verbal, including
expressing ideas clearly and logically to all levels within the organization
Bachelor's Degree (or the equivalent) in CIS, MIS, IS, Comp Science,
Engineering, Business Admin w/ emphasis in Info Systems
Intermediate to advance computer skills and proficiency in MS Project
required
5+ years of strong eCommerce or large scale web application experience
Solid grasp of web solutions utilizing a large eCommerce, PIM and CMS
platforms
Knowledge and experience with scalable distributed systems design,
deployment architecture and end-to-end website optimization


